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Introduction
$ULTIMATE is a complete NFT solution placing a special focus on metaverse and virtual
reality. Tiara offers an immersive experience and a more personal way to enjoy NFTs.

$ULTIMATE allows users to buy, mint and sell NFTs on its marketplace. Certified
collections will be listed to guarantee users the authenticity of the collection they are
buying.
Another important point is that $UTI aims to address untapped markets and therefore
real world use cases by offering frameworks such as ticketing, digital e-commerce, etc..
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Why Choose
BSC?
Binance Smart Chain blockchain is therefore a perfect
tech and a perfect match for $ULTIMATE. This is one of
the fastest blockchain network with extremely low
operating fees. The efficiency creates a valuable user
experience and the low fees allow everyone to
participat
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What Is an NFT?
“In the real world, we have laws and deeds to prove and protect the ownership of
valuable assets; in the virtual world, we now have NFTs”

An NFT is a digital asset that represents real-world objects like art, music, in-game
items and videos. They are bought and sold online, frequently with cryptocurrency, and
they are generally encoded with the same underlying software as many cryptos.
Although they’ve been around since 2014, NFTs are gaining notoriety now because they
are becoming an increasingly popular way to buy and sell digital artwork.
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What is the metaverse?
Science fiction writer Neal Stephenson coined the term “metaverse” in his 1992 book
Snow Crash, using it to mean a computer-generated universe. It is generally understood
to be a highly immersive, shared virtual world where people gather to play games,
socialise and to work.

It’s also tied to the development of Web3.0, which some believe will be the next chapter
of the internet’s existence — one built on blockchains that, theoretically, will
democratise access and power and weaken the grip of the biggest tech companies. .
In an idealized metaverse, every single user shares a single virtual world, where items
and property persist for everyone between online sessions.
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What is Voted Site?
Ultimate Voted Site aims to be a crypto community platform to make cryptocurrency
more accessible to the public, provide entertaining features, developments and news.
A typical token voting platform is a website that sorts listed cryptocurrencies by the
number of votes. Such a simple model allows different counterparties to reach their
goals. So, websites get more ads sales by generating traffic from coming and voting
people. Simultaneously, projects can gain attention from the passionate crypto
communities by adding their coins for free on these token voting platforms. Finally,
people could detect and invest in the most promising cryptocurrencies before these
assets appear on leading trackers such as CoinMarketCap and Coingecko.
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Token Detail
Blockchain : Binance Smart Chain (BSC)

Token Contract Address : 0xe6a33aeaa9e15a4cf0df88d5a6b684b61bbbf97b
Token Name : ULTIMATE
Token Symbol : UTI

Decimal : 18
Total Supply : 1,000,000,000,000 UTI
Rewards : BNB
Burn : Up to 20% Total Supply
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Thank you!
$ULTIMATE With 10% BNB Rewards
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